Introduction
Research on magnetic drug targeting as a therapeutic technique, which requires guidance of drug carriers to specific sites in a manner such that its major fraction interacts exclusively with a target tissue at the cellular or subcellular level is receiving more and more attention [1] [2] [3] . Typically, the intended drug and a suitable magnetically active component are formulated into a pharmacologically stable compound which is injected through an appropriate blood vessel supplying the targeted zone in the presence of an external magnetic field with sufficient field strength and gradient to retain the carrier particles at the target site. The focused administration of drugs is carried out by use of magnets to direct drug carriers of appropriate size and magnetic properties to specific sites in human body to treat tumours, infections, blood clots, for local hyperthermia and other [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Such administration can reduce unwanted distribution of drugs thus minimizing side effects such as caused by systematically administered chemotherapy [10] .
Applied magnetic field and magnetic field gradient together with the vascularization of target region are particularly important when considering the distance from the magnets to the locations where particles are still effectively captured [8] . Applied magnetic field and magnetic field gradient decrease rapidly with increase of distance from magnets; therefore, insufficient reach is one of the major limits of the applicability of magnetic drug delivery [2, 6, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . It is still a technically challenging task to build up sufficient field strength that would sufficiently focus drug carriers on a small area and would be able to counteract the linear blood-flow rates acting on said drug carriers in blood vessels (10 cm/s in arteries and 0.05 cm/s in capillaries [1] .
It is a common practice to use basic shape permanent magnets or electromagnets to pull carrier particles into a target tissue by placing said magnets in close proximity to the target zone for accumulation of magnetic drug carriers at a predetermined site. It was reported that strength of used magnets and magnetic field gradient varies from 70 mT to 2.2 T and from 0.03 T/m to 100 T/m, respectively [3, 9, 12, 18] . To date in human clinical trials [1, 11] using 100 nm diameter particles a focusing depth of 0.5 cm has been achieved. In experiments with animals [18] reported targeting depth was up to 12 cm using 0.2 -0.8 T strength magnets and 0.5 µm -5 µm magnetic particles. Restricted treatment depths and thus focusing accuracy of drug carriers mean that only a fraction of patients could be treated with magnetic drug delivery.
Although most active magnetic drug targeting systems are based on pull forces generated by a single permanent magnet placed near the target tissue use of superconducting magnets capable of producing high magnetic fields has been suggested as a way of reaching deeper locations in the body. Nevertheless, under conditions of magnetically non-saturated particles the magnetic force on the particles is proportional to both the external magnetic field and the magnetic field gradient. With increasing external magnetic field, the particle eventually will reach magnetic saturation thereafter the magnetic force will be proportional only to the magnetic field gradient [6] . By increasing dimensions of magnets generated field tends to become homogeneous over the target site, resulting in a small field gradient. Hence, increasing the magnetic field by applying a stronger permanent magnet will not necessarily increase the magnetic force on a magnetic particle. There are reports on using magnetic implants within a target zone in blood vessels as an alternate way to increase magnetic drug targeting strength in deep tissues [19] . The implanted material serves to locally increase the magnetic field gradients when an external magnetic field is applied. Nevertheless, this method also lacks solid research data on its effectiveness. Attention in this paper has been focused to the issue of lack of sufficiently large magnetic field gradient at a certain distance from its source.
Magnet arrangement of magnetic targeting devise based on Halbach array
In principle the magnetic force on a magnetic particle can be described as [3]   
where H is the magnetic field flux density, A/m,  is the magnetic susceptibility, and is required to create magnetic forces. It also shows that the force on a single particle is directly proportional to its volume. The second relation, which is equivalent to the first one, states that the force on particles is along the gradient of the magnetic field intensity squared -i.e. ferromagnetic particle will always experience a force from low to high applied magnetic field.
In other words, for magnetic particles to be diverted from their path after injection into blood stream and afterwards to be accumulated at a target zone the drag force t F has to gradually decrease and become smaller than the magnetic force m F when magnetic particles are approaching target zone
where v is the velocity of a particle (m/s), u is a velocity of a carrier fluid, m/s, r is radius of a particle, m. Because the goal is to increase deep reach distance for control of drug carrying magnetic particles by means of permanent magnets, Halbach arrays [13, [20] [21] [22] composed of permanent rectangular sub-magnets arranged in a linear manner ( Fig. 1) were used. Here two independent variables are considered: a number of magnets per wavelength and total number of wavelengths in an array. As number of wavelengths increases, the magnetic field of each array becomes stronger but the magnetic field lines exhibit smaller extrusions outside the magnetic array before returning. Thus, the force becomes stronger but over a smaller distance. If the strength of a Halbach array is unrestricted, then the magnetic force can be increased simply by using stronger magnets. However, there are practical constraints on the available strengths of permanent magnets as well as regulatory safety constraints on the strength of the magnetic field that can be applied across the human body.
A Halbach array based assembly ( Fig. 2 ) was formed from rectangular permanent magnets, which were arranged to form a cross-like structure. In this structure: two permanent magnets are forming a single direction magnetized element and where each of said elements is in relation to every consecutive element so that a two linear Halbach arrays would be formed in a perpendicular one to another manner having one common member at the centre of the assembly (Fig. 2, a) .
So far, Halbach arrays have been implemented only for near surface magnetic focusing [13, 23] , but not for deep reach. The aim is to investigate the magnetic drug delivery device, in particular to design a targeting part of magnetic drug targeting device based on Halbach arrays, where the device has two separate blocks where one block can be movable with respect to another one (Fig. 2, b) . 
Method of steering magnetic carriers
When particles are injected into a stream of liquid they tend to disperse at the moment of injection and only particles that are captured by the fast flowing layers of the middle zone are carried downstream. In case of blood vessels, the lumen is defined by rough surface of endothelium layer providing means for immobilizing particles at the site of interaction. The model is based on assumption, that magnetic drug carriers arriving at the zone of target in the fast flowing regions of blood stream together with major fraction of red blood cells and other blood constituents. In order to facilitate capturing of magnetic carriers, instead of a MDT (magnetic drug targeting) device with single point of highest magnetic field gradient assembly from magnets of MDT device containing two points of highest magnetic field gradient was designed (Fig. 2, a) . First zone of highest magnetic field gradient serves as a diverting means for diverting magnetic carriers from the fast flowing region of a blood stream to the slower regions containing significantly fewer red blood cells, closer to a wall of a blood vessel. Moreover, in order to have only one zone of aggregation of particles, i.e. only at the target area, part of the assembly from magnets, forming the diverting magnetic field gradient zone, is lifted from the common plane of the assembly. In such a manner, the second zone of highest magnetic field gradient becomes dominant and produces pulling force on the magnetic carriers sufficient to guide them from the slower blood stream region to the targeting point and immobilize them thereat.
In addition, previous experiment led to conclusion that it is more efficient in terms of captured particles to supply certain quantity of particles at a higher input flow rate than the same quantity at a lower rate. This is due to the interaction of magnetic field and particles: lower concentration of particles per certain volume of flowing liquid gives weaker magnetic interaction between particles thus weaker overall effect of the magnetic field gradient to said particles. Greater concentration allows faster formation of an anchor body (bulk of suspended particles) whereat the magnetic force of the anchor attracts the inlet particles causing their velocity to increase. It has been determined both experimentally and theoretically that particles moving faster than local shear flow will experience additional forces toward the walls of a vessel [12] .
A problem of optimal assembly from magnets modelling for steering of magnetic nanoparticles in a closed environment containing a stream of close-to-blood liquid is considered in this research. The targeting part of a device was designed based on Halbach arrays and contains 18 permanent magnets having 20x20x10 mm dimensions, which form a movable, and a stationary block of the targeting part of a magnetic drug delivery device for use in magnetic drug targeting therapy.
Main problem in such technique is rapidly diminishing magnetic field together with magnetic field gradient and subsequently magnetic field force, which drives magnetic nanoparticles towards the targeting area. For particles to be successfully manipulated in a blood stream to the area of immobilization the magnetic device has to produce such magnetic field gradient. In other words, the particles have to be diverted from fast moving area of blood stream in a blood vessel to slow moving section so that bloodstream velocity ⃗ would be less or equal to velocity of a particle u (Fig. 3) . Magnetic particles together with drug are injected in the area I, where they are affected by a force   tc F , which is formed by the blood stream. The particles are injected in the area I at some distance from the magnetic device that they would not be exposed to the generated magnetic field and will not start to move towards the blood vessel wall too early and to avoid formation of magnetic particles aggregation.
In particle steering scheme in 
Model of magnetic field distribution
In order to assess particle trajectory under the influence of magnetic field gradient
, which is generated by the targeting blocks of a MDT device the finite element software COMSOL Multyphysics environment was used. The target was to model such configuration of the assembly from magnets which would force magnetic nanoparticles to change their flow course in the blood stream (areas I and II, Fig. 3 ) and migrate to area where blood flow velocity is reduced (area III, Fig. 3 ). The movable block acts as a diverter and is moved to position 2 p (Fig. 3 ) so the flowing particles would not accumulate below the concentration area of said movable block and would be free to reach the target area under the middle section of the stationary block (area IV, Fig. 3 ) where particles are accumulated.
Model was constructed using eighteen NdFeB N42 class permanent magnets with remnant magnetization of 1.3 T. The fluid flow was modelled in a 2 mm wide and 300 mm long glass tube. The flowing liquid had dynamic viscosity of 3 3 10   Pa·s (or N·s/m 2 ). Around 1000 nanoparticles having 500 nm diameter where injected upstream of the device at about 170 mm distance from the edge of the movable block. The boundary conditions: the magnetic field was isolated at 320x120x70 mm space boundaries, flow velocity at the channel walls was 0 m/s, the velocity at the inlet was 0.1 m/s, particles bounce from the wall in tangential direction. The modelling was done in combined environment of magnetic (no currents) module, fluid flow module and particle traction in fluid module.
Figs. 4 to 6 give a comprehensive representation of magnetic field spatial distribution below the assembly from magnets. Two models are presented each being in straight and lifted configurations and one model in straight configuration only.
In model 1 (Fig. 4) , straight configuration the distance between the assembly surface and the fluid flow channel is 9 mm where magnetic field distribution has two major peaks and when in lifted configuration the distance between the lifted part of the assembly and the fluid channel is 19 mm where magnetic field distribution has one major peak. In both cases, value of the central peak stays the same. It can be seen that bellow the common part of two intersecting linear Halbach arrays magnetic field flux extends furthest, thus providing deeper control of magnetic nanoparticles.
In case of model 2 (Fig. 5) , the distance between assembly from magnets surface and the fluid flow channel is 19 mm, where magnetic field distribution has one distinctive peak. Moreover, when in lifted configuration the distance between the lifted part of the assembly and the fluid channel is 29 mm, where magnetic field distribution major peak value is slightly decreased. Fig. 6) represents conditions when particles do not experience enough magnetic field force and are flushed away: here distance between the assembly from magnets surface in straight configuration and the fluid flow channel is 19 mm. By working through numerous models of presented assembly deepest reach of magnetic field was confirmed with present configuration of permanent magnets.
Trajectories of magnetic particles and acting forces
In order to analyse the effect of the assembly from magnets formed magnetic field to the flowing magnetic nanoparticles under the assembly, laminar fluid flow and particle tracking physics were combined. First model (Fig. 7, a, b) was built in straight assembly configuration (Fig. 4) . Distance between the assembly and the surface of the channel was 9 mm throughout the length of the assembly. The particles changed their trajectory after 0.8 s after being released from the inlet, which was 170 mm away from the front part of the firs magnet of the assembly. The particles didn't change their flow path in the time frame from 5 s to 60 s (modelling time). First model in lifted configuration (Fig. 7,  c, d ) contained a lifted part of the assembly from magnets forming a gap between the assembly and the surface of the channel is of 19 mm where the unmoved part remained at 9 mm distance from the channel. The magnetic particles changed their trajectory after 1 second after release from the inlet and in the time period from 6 s to 60 s of the modelling time the flow paths stayed the same. The colour in graph represents velocity m/s of particles. Second model (Fig. 8) was configured in the same manner as the previous one except the distance in both straight (Fig. 8, a, b) and lifted (Fig. 8, c, d ) configurations was increased by 10 mm. The particles changed their trajectory after 1 second and the flow path trajectories remained unchanged from 6 s to 60 s of the modelling time in straight configuration of the assembly from magnets. In lifted configuration of the assembly the particles changed their trajectory after 1.3 s. The particles did not change their flow path in the period from 7 s to 60 s of the modelling time.
In the first model in straight configuration after 0.8 s of injection, the injected particles change their motion path towards the assembly from magnets and start moving faster than the velocity of the surrounding liquid layer. The drag force acting on particles is in the range from -30 x 10-16 N to -15 x 10-16 N (Fig. 9, a, b) . The minimum magnetic force on particles, necessary to divert particles from their path is in the range from 4 x 10-12 N to 1.6 x 10-12 N (Fig. 9, c, d 
Conclusions
Main research idea was to investigate the assembly from magnets for magnetic drug targeting (MDT) device and whether the device generates sufficient magnetic field force on particles for them to be able to compete with convective blood (drag) force that tend to wash particles away. Research showed that using special order of permanent magnets it is possible to create magnetic field gradient sufficient enough to trap a magnetic particles having diameter of 500 nm at a specific location. The targeting distance was only about 19 mm, but it has been reported that 5 mm is normal achievable distance for targeting research so far. Compared to previous research produced magnetic field of used magnetic device as well as reached gradient values was well in the range of applicable means for magnetic drug targeting.
Moreover, the usage of special ordered magnets with relatively smaller dimensions (for composing a Halbach array type assembly) is more advantageous than using relatively large permanent magnets. Even if it means increase in size of magnets means increase in generated magnetic field values further from surface of a magnet, but the usage of larger magnets to extend the magnetic field to deeper regions may not resolve the problem since low magnetic field gradients tend to result. The particle trajectory and aggregation at the point of interest allow concluding that device is well suited for magnetic drug targeting application, because major amount of injected particles was retained within the area of targeting.
It was shown that particles are diverted to the target area further away from the assembly using modelled configuration of permanent magnets assembly than in case of straight configuration. Depending on the depth of the targeting area under the assembly (within this case was up to 20 mm) the assembly may be used in two modes, where one mode requires reciprocating movement of first block of the assembly and another mode is when the assembly stays in straight configuration the whole capturing period. Further minimum magnetic and drag force values where established for particle path manipulation towards the target area.
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